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USD left in the dark after university wide blackout
SDG&E stops power to USD after line malfunction
By Jackson Somes
NEWS EDITOR

Two years ago an electrical
power outage swept over much of the
Southwestern United States. From San
Diego to parts of Arizona this blackout
put residents in a sea of darkness.
This was the largest power outage in
California history, yet during this time
USD shone brightly as a beacon on a
hill.
Even though USD was able to
overcome the widespread blackout
of 2011, at approximately 6:30 a.m.
on Oct. 10, the campus lost power
for several hours. This caused a
cancellation of classes and a shutdown
of campus technological services such
as the campus WiFi.
Many students awoke on Oct. 10
to a text message from the university,
alerting them that classes had been
cancelled first until 10:00 a.m., then
later until 12 p.m. To some students,
such as junior Tony Alarcon, this
message came as a blessing.
"Honestly, I was ecstatic because
it got me out of a midterm I was
unprepared for," Alarcon said.
Other students were less excited
about the effects of the power outage.
"I was unable to complete my lab
work because the system was down"
said junior Elia Rivas. "Now I have
to struggle to finish it and study for a
midterm."
Junior Amanda Gates was more
concerned about the loss of WiFi on
campus.
"I didn't have access to my email
so I wasn't sure if I had to go to work,"
Gates said.
The difference between the region
wide power outage of 2011 and the

campus wide power outage on Oct. 10
was the location of the error. In 2011,
the error occurred outside of USD
and the campus was unable to receive
power from utility provider San Diego
Gas & Electric. Once USD stopped
receiving power, the university's
backup generators fired up to continue
the flow of power within the university.
On Oct. 10, the error accured within
the USD electrical framework.
Assistant Vice President of
Facilities Management Mark Norita
explained the difference between the
two blackouts.
"Two years ago the only place that
was lit up was USD and that is because
the problem happened outside of the
campus," Norita said. "This one [the
recent power outage] happened internal
internally? to the campus."
USD utilizes four electrical relay
lines to provide electricity throughout
campus. On Oct. 10, a fault was
recognized in one of these relay lines
causing SDG&E, USD's electrical
provider, to shut off the flow of power
coming to the university to protect
their own system. A fault is any kind of
electrical disruption that prevents the
flow of electricity. Norita likened the
fault on one of the relay lines to a lamp
cord. When the lamp cord is plugged
in the light comes on, but if you fray
or damage the cord, the light goes out.
Once the problem had been
identified and a solution remedied,
SDG&E could restore the flow of
power to USD. There are two parts to
this investigation according to Norita,
finding the location of the fault and
identifying' the cause. The relay lines
are titled one through four and the fault
has been narrowed down to Line 1.
Director of Facilities Services and
Planning Kimberly Carnot explained

Maintenance workers examine USD's affected power lines during the outage onThursday. October 10th

the process. "We have tested Lines 2,
3 and 4 and they are all fine" Carnot
said. The fault on Line 1 has been
identified in the area near the Hughes
Administration Center and Loma Hall.
With the fault identified on Line
1, all of the power that normally flows
through Line 1 was added Line 2. Each
line is capable of holding the power
capacity of the entire campus. This
redundancy is intentional and designed
for events like the recent power outage

Different parts of campus saw an
end to the power outage at different
times because of the multiple line
system. Lines 3 and 4 were restored as
soon as the isolation of Line 1 occurred.
The rest of campus was restored by
11:30 a.m.
The reason the generators were
unable to provide power was due to
their own safety. "The generators send
out power and then they realize that
there is something wrong with the lines

and they power back down because
you can't push power through an area
where there is a fault" Carnot said. "It's
like hitting a racquet ball into a wall,"
she continued. "It goes and bounces
back because it can't get past that
point, causing the generators to power
down."

See BLACKOUT, Page 2

Surfing competition raises funds for Life Rolls On
By Katelyn Montero
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
"In three words I can sum up
everything I've learned about life: it
goes on."
These words, made famous by
Robert Frost, sum up the ideology
behind Life Rolls On, a non-profit
organization dedicated to helping
individuals with spinal cord injuries
push boundaries and pursue their
passion for action sports.
On Saturday, Oct.12 USD's Beta
Theta Pi hosted their 5th annual Surf
as One competition, with all proceeds
benefiting the Life Rolls On foundation.
Approximately 200 people attended
the Surf as One competition, which
was held in South Mission Beach.
Teams of four competed in a
tournament-style surf competition,
which was judged by John Lindsley,
executive director of the Christian
Surfing Federation. A total of eleven
teams competed on Saturday, with the
coveted spot of champion going to the
team named "Carlos Danger."
Senior Jessica McCarthy has
been participating in the Surf as One
competition for the past three years,
and thought that the event was a great
success. "The Life Rolls on Foundation
is one that I support as well, so I really
wanted to be a part of a surf team to
be able to help them out a little bit,"
McCarthy said.
Even though McCarthy's team
didn't win the competition, she
believes that the chance to catch a
few waves and watch both the USD
and Point Loma surf teams compete
made the day a success. However, for
many attendees, the real highlight of
the event was being able to meet and
see members of the Life Rolls On
foundation in action.
The non-profit organization was
founded by Jesse Billauer, whose
dreams of becoming a professional

Kevin Nelson/The Vista

Top: Members of BetaTheta Pi roll Patrick Ivison along the beach after a sucessful surfing session at Mission Beach.
Bottom: One of many surf teams to participate during Surf As One pose for a photo after a heat.
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surfer were crushed by a wave that
pushed him headfirst into shallow
water, resulting in a C-6 spinal cord
injury. Despite his prognosis as a
quadriplegic, Billauer's love of the
ocean and passion for surfing made it
impossible for him to stay out of the
water.
Billauer's passion turned into
compassion as he sought to form an
organization that would help others
achieve the things that they no longer
thought possible. The result was Life
Rolls On, which now runs programs
that help individuals with paralysis
to participate in the action sports of
surfing, skating and skiing.
Their mission statement says,
"Life Rolls On Foundation is dedicated
to improving the quality of life for
young people affected by spinal cord
injury and utilizes action sports as
a platform for inspiring the infinite
possibilities beyond paralysis."
Billauer was in attendance at the
Surf as One competition on Saturday,
as was his lead ambassador Patrick
Ivison, who showed off his surfing
skills before the last heat of the
competition took place.
For senior Charlie Mackay, who
organized the Surf as One event,
watching Patrick surf made all of the
planning and preparation that went into
the event worth it. "His courage and
resolve is truly something to behold,"
Mackay said.
Senior Jessica McCarthy felt the
same way. "Watching Patrick surf
was definitely the highlight of the day
though because when it comes down
to it, he embodied what surfing is all
about. Just getting out there and having
the time of your life," McCarthy said.
In 1995, at only 14 months old,
Ivison was hit by a car and sustained
a C4/C5 incomplete spinal cord injury,
leaving him paralyzed from the waist
down. Unwilling to let his injury keep

See SURF. Page 3
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Young the Giant headlines Big Blue Bash
Homecoming headliner entertains students and their families
By Brittany Carava
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

By Jackson Somes
NEWS EDITOR
October means more than just
a month on the calendar. It has been
called many things, National Pizza
Month, National Stamp Collecting
Month and National Automotive Battery
Safety Month. It is a month devoted
to raising awareness and has adopted
the titles of National Cybersecurity
Awareness Month, National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month and National
Squirrel Awareness Month. Within its 31
day boundary, the month contains such
festivities as Halloween, Leif Erikson
Day and Japanese Health and Sports
Day.
Of all the importance the
month of October has to offer, it is most
importantly the month of postseason
baseball.
But baseball's title as America's
pastime seems to be losing its relevancy.
If the commercials that run during
baseball games are any indication, the
only people who still watch the sport
are old men plagued with erectile
dysfunction.
Major League Baseball has suffered
the past couple of decades because of a
series of steroid and other performance
enhancing drug scandals. The use of
these drugs by players is commonly
referred to as cheating. Steroids became
an officially banned substance in 1991
and in 2003 Major League Baseball
began to test for the substance in players.
Many of the biggest names in baseball
who played during this period have been
accused or named by other players using
these drugs.
In 2005, former player and admitted
steroid user, Jose Canseco, released
a book that named former teammates
Mark McGwire, Rafael Palmeiro and
Jason Giambi. It should come as no
surprise that there was something
unnatural about the massive size of
McGwire's biceps.
The use of performance enhancing
drugs is nothing new in baseball and
could even trace its origins back to the
most famous baseball legend, Babe
Ruth. According to The Baseball Hall
of Shame's Warped Record Book, by
Bruce Nash, Allan Zullo and Bob Smith,
Ruth had injected himself with extract
of sheep testicle in hopes of benefitting
from the testosterone.
The rampant use of steroids and
other drugs throughout the 90s and early
2000s has compromised the integrity of
the game. Although McGwire broke the
single season home run record of 61
home runs set by Roger Maris in 1961,
he has been kept out of the Baseball
Hall of Fame largely because of his
association with performance enhancing
drugs.
Barry Bonds currently holds the
record for highest number of home runs
in a single season, but faces similar
scrutiny as McGwire. Bonds also holds
the record for single season home runs
with 73 and total home runs over a
season with 762 and although Bonds
has never formally acknowledged his
use of steroids or been formally accused
of steroid use, his name is permanently
associated with them. The book
Game of Shadows contains excerpts
of confidential grand jury testimony
that connects Bonds to the use of
performance enhancing drugs. Similar
to McGwire, Bonds has yet to join the
hall of fame due to these allegations
against him.
Their records should be stricken
from the Major League Baseball
records. No player will be able to match
the ability of these doping legends.
Why leave their tarnished records as a
part of Major League Baseball? Lance
Armstrong was found guilty of using
performance enhancing substances and
had his Tour de France records taken
from him, the cheaters of baseball
deserve the same.
Since this dark and dubious era in
baseball, the league has cracked down
on the use of performance enhancing
drugs. The playing field has been leveled
back down to natural talent and the once
great legends of baseball of the steroid
baseball have either retired or slipped
from relevancy.
Very few players from the steroid
era remain active in baseball. Jason
Giambi has moved from a 7 year/$120
million deal with the New York Yankees
to a 1 year/$0.75 million dollar deal with
the Cleveland Indians. Alex Rodriguez,
who is in the middle of a 10 year, $275
million contract with the New York
Yankees can barely walk up a flight of
stairs without suffering an injury.
This is what makes this postseason
great to watch. It is relatively free of
scandal and is a great exhibition of raw
talent.
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Torero Way was flooded with a
blue glow this past Friday, Oct. 11,
as USD students danced to the beats
of the indie band Young the Giant at
the Torero Program' Board-sponsored
Big Blue Bash. As students and
their families enjoyed the carnival
atmosphere complete with a Ferris
wheel and midway-style games, TPB
members breathed a sigh of relief at
the result of a successful concert and
festival.
As one of the biggest events of
the fall semester, university officials
collaborated with Alumni Relations
and students in order to make the event
a success."It is a long process, and a lot
of time and energy go into planning a
TPB event," TPB Concert Coordinator
Bryan Patrick said. "I started working
on looking for a homecoming artist at
the end of last semester. Young The
Giant was brought up early on in the
process by my Vice Chair Chris Ngo as
a possible option."
However, Patrick knows that it
is more than just selecting an artist to
make an event run smoothly. "Artist
selection and contracting is a huge part
of the process, working on production
and logistics takes up the rest of the
planning," said Patrick.
TPB works closely withAssociated
Students as the student planning board
portion of USD's student government.
"They are really supportive of all our
events, and we work closely with them
as a part of AS," Patrick said.
TPB also works together with
university officials to produce an
enjoyable event for both students and
their families. When Young the Giant
was selected as the headliner, Patrick
said, "Artists must be approved by my
advisors, Dr. Avery and Dr. LovetteColyer, to make sure that the artists
fit with the university's mission and
values."
Students agreed that this year's
event was bigger and better than ever.
"This was by far the best homecoming
I've ever been to. I loved inviting the
families and the variety of activities
offered," senior JuliAnn Machschefes

Young the Giant performs in front of an energetic crowd of USD students, alumni, and families.

said.
The concert began with a DJ,
followed by reggae band Tribal Theory
and finally ending with the headliner
Young the Giant. Some students felt
that last year's headliner Imagine
Dragons was a better performance, "I
really loved Tribal Theory but not as
excited about Young the Giant. 1 think
Imagine Dragons put on a way better
show last year." sophomore Nicole
Thompson said.
Others were excited that a band
that was previously booked at large
festivals was able to come to USD to
put on a free performance. "I was very
excited about Young the Giant. I paid
about $250 to see them at a music

festival this summer called Outside
Lands and they were just as fantastic
at USD," said sophomore Bianca
Guzman.
Other students enjoyed all the
extra activities but wish there was
better marketing for the new additions
to the Homecoming concert. "I wish I
had gotten there way earlier so I could
have gone to all the booths," sophomore
Kim Sierra said. "I loved the Dippin'
Dots and Kettle Corn etc., I felt there
were a lot more fun things going on
that I wish I had known about before
hand." Sophomore Bianca Guzman
confirmed this, "I didn't really know
about the carnival -1 kind of wish that
they had promoted it a little bit more,

so I did not really take advantage of it."
After a successful TPB event,
Patrick and his team are relieved after
a job well done. "Being able to see the
finished product, and having an event
that students can enjoy and be proud
of," said Patrick.'Tt is great to see the
Homecoming concert grow as part of
the tradition."
Homecoming is one of the largest
traditions on campus that both students
and families look forward to every
year, with the concert on Friday and
the Homecoming game and Tailgate on
Saturday. Patrick said, "Hopefully the
Big Blue Bash will continue to be such
a big part of Homecoming weekend in
years to come."

Blackout cancels class and closes facilities
Fault in USD line causes power outage across campus

BLACKOUT, continued from Front
Page

Because the generators were
unable to provide power for the campus
and the length of the power outage,
many of the university's systems and
network devices suffered a hard crash.
"If the generator had turned on
we'd all be golden with our technology,"
Vice Provost and Chief Information
Officer Christopher Wessells said.
"The network would have stayed up,
the phone systems would have stayed
up, all the computers would have
stayed up, email, web, everything."
USD has four data centers that
house devices that help manage
university
technology
including
everything from phone services to
the wifi network, wired network.
Currently, there are roughly more than
350 servers that run within the data
centers. In the event of a power outage,
such as the one on Oct. 10, these data
centers run on emergency backup
batteries. These batteries are capable
of running for about 35 minutes before
they lose power.
"When there is a power outage,our
data centers are designed to run on these
batteries and then as the university's
main generators are activated, the data
centers are designed to switch over to
the backup generators," Wessells said.
The problem during the Oct. 10
blackout was that the power outage
lasted longer than 35 minutes, forcing
all four data centers into a hard
crash. This crash is what caused the
exchange email servers, campus WiFi,
MySandiego portal and University
of San Diego's domain name server
among many others to go offline.
Information Technology Services
then had to wait for power to come
back to campus in order to get the
servers running once again, but the

process was not immediate. "On a hard
crash it takes a long time because you
run into problems," Wessells said. For
example, a hardware failure with one
of the university's firewalls delayed
the process by two hours, according to
Wessells. Once the power was restored,
it was a process of manually rebooting
the 350 servers and working through
the problems to have the campus
restored to normal conditions.
Line 1 still remains down and
the cause of the fault is still unknown
as of 5:45 p.m. Oct. 13. (this is not
a complete senta
) According to
Norita, the cause of the fault is still
a wide open question. "It could be a
number of things," Nortia said. "I've
seen these things [electrical faults]
where it could be a rat went in there
and chewed it [the line] up, or it could
be just a deterioration over time in the
insulation or the conduit, it could be
that water got in there."
Both
Norita and Carnot
commended the Facilities Management
team for working quickly and efficiently
in restoring USD to the status quo.
"When you lose a whole campus it is
very stressful. Then you really find out
how good your team is by the way they
handle that kind of stress," Norita said.
"How do they handle the stress? And
do they go about their work calmly
even when things seem to be at their
worst. The team here did just that."
Carnot added to this sentiment. "Our
team was not panicked, they were
methodically doing what they had to
do. It was very focused and it was very
calm," Carnot said.
Wessells similarly lauded the
ITS department during this isolated
crisis. "My staff stepped up big time,"
Wessells said. "Overall the staff did
a terrific job under very difficult
circumstances."

Ivy Guild/The Vista

USD power is provided by utilities company SDG&E.The power is disdributed throughout
USD on four internal power lines.There was a fault on Line 1 that caused the power
outage.
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LOCATION: Maher Hall

LOCATION: San Buenaventura

Apartments
At 3:45 a.m. Public Safety responded to^
At 8:31 a.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of possible marijuana use>
a routine fire alarm and noticed a
Upon investigation, one student^
folding knife on the residents'
for being in. LOCATION:
table. Upon investigation, REPORT r was referred
r
possession of marijuana.^^
Maj_n Kj_osk
one student was referred
\! !
LOCATION:
„ .,
for possession of three
w. .
L
At 6:25 p.m. Public Safety
Mission Parking Structure^^
folding knives thaf
observed a vehicle driving over
At 11:50 a.m. Public Safety ^^^Ahat are illegal'
traffic cones. Upon investigation, the
responded to a report of vandalism
on campus
driver of the vehicle was determined to be
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
intoxicated and was referred for driving under
scratched a student's car on 10/3 between
the influence of alcohol.
8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Camino Hall
At 11:31 p.m. Public Safety responded to a
LOCATION:
report of vandalism. Upon investigation,
San Miguel Arcangel Hall
unknown suspect(s) appeared to have
At 5:45 p.m.
vandalized two walls on 10/12
LOCATION:
LOCATION:
Resident Assistants
Maher Hall"^^^between 0:45 p.m. and
Warren Hall School of, LOCATION- \
cited six students
San Miguel
\ At 11:11 p.m. Public
11:30 p.m.
Law Lot/
for Liquor Law
Arcangel Hall \ Safety responded to the report
Violations,^' ^t 8:47 p.m. Public Safety
At 9:59 p.m. Public SafetyX of vandalism. Upon investigation
responded to a report of 'an
intoxicated student. Upon investigation,/ responded to a report of \ unknown suspect(s) appeared to have
the student was determined to be unable/ P0SSlble marijuana use. Upon / punched a wall on 10/11 between 9:30 p.m.
to
for iumselt
himself and
/investigation, three
students were
to rare
care tor
and was
as
/
referred for marijuana possession.
transported to IJetOX.
/
y Image by Gabriel VanHelsing/Wikimedia Commons Colleen Buffington/The Vista
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Beta Theta Pi hosts Surf As One competition
SURF, continued from Front Page
C4/C5 incomplete spinal cord injury,
leaving him paralyzed from the waist
down. Unwilling to let his injury keep
him from pursuing his passions, Ivison
began participating in as many sports
as possible.
Ivison has learned how to kayak,
ski and surf. He also has competed in
wheelchair rugby and hand-cycled in
half marathons, but surfing is still his
favorite sport.
He has surfed in the US Open of
Surfing in Huntington Beach for several
years in a row on behalf of Life Rolls
On and even received a sponsorship
from surf company Lost Enterprises.
As an ambassador for Life Rolls
On, Ivison has had the opportunity to
share his inspiring story with thousands

of students. He is currently enrolled
in the film program at the University
of Southern California, which was
recently rated the number one program
in the United States.
"I had a blast hanging out and
getting a chance to show everyone what
Life Rolls On is all about," Ivison said.
"I've had the opportunity to see this
organization grow over the last decade
from about a dozen volunteers and 4 or
5 surfers to over 200 volunteers, over
60 surfers and hundreds of thousands
of dollars raised and it's all possible
because of the help from events like
Surf As One."
After finishing his set in the water,
Ivison returned to his beach wheelchair
and rolled along the sand, truly
embodying the belief that life does
indeed roll on.

Patrick Ivision surfs at BetaTheta Pi's philanthropy event Surf as One.

"Culinary Adventures Through Family Traditions"!

Members of BetaTheta Pi enjoy a good set of waves at their annual philanthropy event.
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NEWS
Insights from a Public Safety ride along
A typical Saturday night seen through the eyes of Public Safety
By Jackson Somes
NEWS EDITOR
While patrolling the Alcala Vista
Apartments, a muffled voice came
through the radio dispatch. Sgt. Ron
Daguia hit the lights, punched the
gas and the blaring sirens of a Public
Safety vehicle filled the night. Racing
across campus, he had no time to slow
down for the many speed bumps that
lay between the Vistas Apartments and
the scene of the incident, Missions B
building San Miguel. The car violently
bounces over the bumps and Daguia
can feel my apprehension in the pas
senger seat. "These cars can take quite
a beating," Daguia says reassuringly.
The call, received by Daguia at
10:50 p.m. on Saturday Oct. 12, was
in response to a smoke alarm set off
in a second floor dorm room in San
Miguel. As we approach the building
the clamorous sounds of the fire alarms
on campus is noticeably absent. Dagu
ia explains that his role in this situation
is to determine the source that set of
the smoke alarm and determine from
there whether they need to evacuate
the building and involve the fire de
partment.
Entering the second floor,
the
source of the alarm becomes clear. A
few steps into the common room and
the smell of a scented candle is almost
overwhelming. According to Dispatch,
the alarm was set off in room 210,
the room of the floor RA. There was
no evidence of a candle in this room
however, and the RA said she did not
have one.
Daguia then turns to me and says,
"If we can't find the exact source then

Four Public Safety Officers discuss daily business before they go on rounds.

we just check to make sure everything
is safe." Daguia and one other public
safety officer then went door to door
asking residents of the hall if they had
been burning candles until the culprit
was found. A candle wick was soon
found on the floor of the hallway which
served as the conclusion of this case.
Students, such as junior Jake
Brouker, often have disillusioned opin
ions when it comes to their perceptions
of public safety. "1 understand their
purpose on campus to keep us safe,"
Brouker said. "They don't focus on
safety per say, but are more focused on
busting students doing college things
like drinking."
Public Safety's interaction with,
student drinking is where many stu
dents voice their complaints. In this
month alone, as of Oct. 12, Public
Safety has cited seven Liquor Law
Violations, seven Minor In Possessions
and sent one student to detox.
Junior Lorin Moll, remembers his
confrontation with Public Safety dur

ing an incident which landed him in
detox. The incident occurred two years
ago when Moll was a freshman.
"My girlfriend at the time was
throwing up out the window," Moll
said. This took place in his Missions
B residence. Moll said that this is what
got the attention of the RAs, who then
contacted Public Safety. "They called
in a lot of reinforcements," Moll said,
"there were close to five or six Public
Safety cars."
According to Moll, the Public
Safety officers breathalyzed both him
self and the girlfriend at two different
intervals. While Moll's breathalyzer
result decreased, the girlfriend's in
creased. Public Safety then used this
as a reason that the girlfriend had to be
taken to detox. When Moll protested
and pushed for additional information
they told him that he would be taken to
detox as. well.
When asked about Public Safety's
detox policy, Daguia says the students
health and safety are their primary

concerns. "We're not there to punish
them, we're there to make sure they are
ok," Daguia said. The determination
of whether a student should be taken
to detox lies with the discretion of the
Public Safety officer, but, according to
Daguia, it is a recommendation and not
an enforcement.
Assistant Vice President of Public
Safety, Chief Larry Barnett says the
first step in assessing an intoxicated
student is to determine whether their
health is at risk. If their health appears
to be in jeopardy, then paramedics are
called. "This determination involves
a number of factors," Barnett said.
"These may include whether the stu
dent is able to stand up and or walk
without assistance, was the student
found passed out on the ground, did the
student urinate or vomit on themselves,
is the student able to accurately answer
basic questions and is the student creat
ing a disturbance."
Once a student is determined un
able to care for themselves, the student
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can deny whether they want to go to
detox. "However, if the student meets
the requirements for being drunk in
public through the assessment process
and they refuse to go detox, SDPD is
contacted and the student may be ar
rested and taken to jail" Barnett said.
This was not the experience Moll
said he underwent two years ago.
"They didn't say why I had to go to de
tox," Moll said. "It felt very much like
punishment."
Daguia also said that should a stu
dent be advised to go to detox, Pub
lic Safety will provide transportation
to detox and back to campus, free of
charge to the student.
Again, this was contrary to Moll's
experience. According to Moll, Public
Safety took them to detox and never
made it clear that they could be brought
back to campus by Public Safety.
According to Daguia, Public Safe
ty works to interact with students in
more positive framework. Any student
is welcomed to participate in a ridealong, community meetings with pub
lic safety are available and Public Safe
ty hosts on-campus barbecues which
students are more than welcomed to
attend. Chief Barnett is also available
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to
9:00 a.m. to answer your public safety
questions in the Hughes Administra
tion Center, room 114, in an outreach
program titles Coffee with the Chief.
Throughout the night of my own
personal ride-along, Daguia continual
ly emphasized the role of Public Safety
as a resource for keeping the students
safe. "We're not here to ruin their lives
or college career," Daguia said. "We're
here for them and their safety.
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OPINION
To be Greek or not to be Greek at USD
By Taylor Washington
CONTRIBUTOR

For many people striving to
become a part of USD, it takes some
time to learn the meanings behind the
words Alpha Lambda Kappa Sigma
Theta Omega Gamma Phi Chi Pi
Beta Psi Delta. They become even
more confusing when trying to decide
between them.
However, before even choosing,
many students wonder if becoming
a part of Greek life is for them.
Ultimately, it's a personal choice, a
different experience for everyone, and
it comes with pros and cons. Upon
asking a random sample of USD
students their opinion on Greek Life
and why they chose to rush or not to
rush, the majority of them seemed
eager to express their opinions. It
seems that when it comes to this topic,
few people are indifferent.
Kelly a junior and member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma mentioned that
while she was deciding to rush, she
was drawn by the fact that she heard
the sororities were not as intense as
other schools where it consumes all
aspects of life. Also, after rushing
she realized that all of the negative
connotations of the term "sorority
girl" are insignificant compared to the
positive aspects of being in Greek life,
in that it brings people together and
provides a support system.
Michael Tenerelli, a senior and
member of Delta Tau Delta, mentioned
how he was thankful for the semester
break before rush as it allowed him
to make a lot of friends who ended
up outside of greek life or his specific
fraternity. However, the biggest draw
to Greek life for him was his ability to
still participate in what he loves and
the fact that it was a choice.
"I was and still am a member of
the lacrosse team, but wanted to find
a brotherhood outside of the team to
expand my friends. The bonds made
over the last four years are just as
strong within the fraternity as within a
team and that is something unique to
Greek life that I don't think anything
outside of sports can boast," Tenerelli

being seen by any sisters," she said.
"My non-Greek life has actually turned
out really well. I do not think I would
have time for the Greek meetings and
events."
Her advice for freshman is to be
aware of how you feel as an individual,
rather than going with the flow of the
people around you. It's easy to be
pressured into the decision to rush
because it seems as though everyone
on campus is going Greek. Because
of this, it's hard for many students to
express views against Greek life.
The other anonymous student I
interviewed is a senior this year.
"I'm a naturally outgoing person
and I can honestly say that [not being
involved in Greek life] has taken
nothing away from my experience here
at USD," she said. "My first year I was
bummed at first that I couldn't go to the
dances, but every weekend I still saw
all of my affiliated friends at the beach
afterwards anyways. Many of my
friends are in Greek life and I know that
with everything else I'm involved in, I
wouldn't have time. Plus, it's really
nice not having my name attached with
a reputation of a group of people who
might not reflect who I am personally.
When I introduce myself to people,
there are no preconceived notions, I
Kevin Nelson/The Vista
can purely be who I want to be."
USD students, whether involved or uninvolved in Greek life, hold varying opinions about what it means to be Greek and whether or not
After examining both sides of the
it is worth joining a Greek organization.
Greek/Non-Greek spectrum, it becomes
people knowing too much about my clear that there are varying opinions on
that media places on Greek life, and
said.
personal life. People are very exposed Greek life. Summarized, here are a
Valerie Teano, a sophomore and although there is a small amount of
in
Greek life, where everyone knows few pros and cons to think about. The
truth
behind
every
stereotype,
what
is
member of Alpha Phi, highlights
pros of Greek life include new friends
that the social events are fun, but the never noted is the history, fundraising, what happened over the weekend."
and
exposure to new people, a sense of
She
preluded
this
statement
relationships she has built are what community service, leadership and
belonging,
an additional activity to add
mentioning
that
she's
not
trying
to
success
of
chapters
across
the
nation."
she's most thankful for.
to
your
resume
and fun weekends filled
offend
sororities
and
that
she
realizes
This portion of the student body
"I have met a lot of awesome girls
with
events
and
service opportunities.
her
statements
are
generalizations.
feels
a
strong
connection
to
Greek
life.
I would not have met if not for joining,
However, what about the people She believes that it's kind of nice not The cons include spending a large
as well as making great connections on
amount of money on Greek events,
knowing as many people.
and off campus. Anything 1 need from who chose not to become involved?
automatically being associated with a
The
first
anonymous
person
I
Sophomore
Jamie
Eddy
chose
advice for a class I'm struggling with,
finding a good nail salon, to getting a not to rush her freshman year because interviewed was not able to rush at first group that may or may not accurately
represent you and time commitments
part-time job or internship is easy to she felt the need to focus on school, due to insufficient credits, and figured
find thanks to my sisters' help," Teano knowing she had the option of rushing she could always participate next year. with mandatory meetings and events.
I believe that it should be possible
She was originally excited to join a
the next year if she changed her mind.
said.
to
maintain
your individuality, despite
sorority,
but
after
hearing
her
Greek
She
now
feels
no
desire
to
rush
due
to
Jake Leonard, a sophomore and
member of Lambda Chi Alpha, says observing some of her friends who are friends talk about their sororities, it Greek life. If Greek life is going to
change your core identity, then maybe
makes her happy that she did not join.
that the pros definitely outweigh the in Greek life.
"I do not have time nor do I have a little soul searching should come first.
"It doesn't hinder my ability to
cons of being a part of Greek life.
"It is so much more than partying get to socialize or get to know new the desire to have more rules I have to As cheesy as it sounds, be who you are,
or paying for friends," Leonard said. people," Eddy said. "This school is follow. I want to have makeup-free despite whatever you are involved in
"The only negative is the poor image already small enough, I don't need days where I don't have to worry about on campus.

To conquer or to conform to college cliques
By Allison Heimlich
CONTRIBUTOR
Typically when someone says the
word "clique" our minds go to two
places: Regina George and her minions
in Mean Girls or "ain't nobody messin
with my clique" from the lyrics of a
recent hit by Kayne West, Big Sean
and Jay-Z .
The stereotypical reference to a
clique is all the different groups in high
school consisting of meathead jocks,
snarky popular girls and brainiacs with
glasses.
But what really defines a clique? Is
it the people who make up the different
representative groups in society or
is there more to a clique that causes
people to like or dislike them?
Upon hearing the word "clique,"
many students at USD think of
exclusive groups of people who care
little about getting to know others
around them.
Many would also argue that
cliques are created upon first entering
college, therefore making it difficult to
become a part of a group once they are
formed.
"I think of a group of people who
are exclusively to themselves and are
otherwise apathetic' to those around
them," sophomore Jaz Tinsley said.
"They stick to themselves and don't try
to diversify or branch out."
There is clearly a negative
connotation that is associated with the
word clique. By definition, a clique is
nothing more than "a small group of
people, with shared interests or other
features in common, who spend time
together and do not readily allow

denotation of the word, we will
others to join them."
Nowhere is it said that cliques continue to define a clique as a group
are exclusive or that the members of of people who gather for a common
the cliques do not care about people interest. We will also say that based on
popular assumptions, the probability of
outside of their group.
However, cliques have come to be , infiltrating this group, or becoming an
notoriously recognized for the negative accepted member, may be difficult.
Keeping this in mind, when asked
association they hold among high
if USD has cliques, Park had the notion
school and college students.
People attack the word when it is that they exist due to the fact that
linked to the idea of exclusiveness or cliques are a natural and inevitable part
the idea that no members can join once of college life.
Other students, however, have
the clique is. formed. But what is so
wrong with having an exclusive group different views on the existence of
cliques at USD.
you can trust and belong to?
"USD has cliques but not as many
Perhaps it has been drilled into
our minds so much that cliques are and not as strict as other schools,"
negative, that we start believing it sophomore Jackie Muklevicz said.
ourselves, regardless of whether or "Overall people are pretty inclusive."
The consistent answer came from
not it is right or wrong to have a small
students being asked if they could name
group of friends to be a part of.
Although many students often an environment where cliques cease to
associate cliques with being negative, exist. The answer was unanimously a
there are still students at USD who "no." I think this is because whether
the purpose be to dominate the school
have a much different interpretation of
or comprise a team that will win a state
the word "clique."
"I think cliques have a negative championship, cliques are inevitable
and exist in almost every environment
stereotype but if a person is able to be
a part of many different social groups, we will ever be exposed to.
While initially it may be grueling,
then 1 think that's a positive thing,"
as members must meet a certain group
sophomore Shauna Park said.
When it comes to defining cliques, criteria that may not be explicit, finding
people with different experiences and a clique is a natural part of human
backgrounds came up with varying existence. We all peed reassurance, a
views of the term, but rightfully so, feeling we belong somewhere and we
as each person possesses their own are important. We all want to be certain
unique frame of reference. Much of we make a difference in the world, at
our interpretation of cliques has to do least in one way. Cliques grant us this
with those that" existed in high school opportunity.
Cliques will exist in mosj aspects
or even in middle school. If our views
of society and some cliques may even
on those groups were negative, we are
often forced to believe that the cliques have smaller niches of cliques within
them. However, the thought does
that exist in college are also negative.
For the sake of having a consistent not have to be a cynical one. Cliques

Kevin Nelson/The Vista

Although most students agree that cliques exist at USD, many would argue that they
aren't nearly as exclusive as they are at other universities.

accept the people within it, making it
impossible for just anyone to be a part
of it. Not everyone may agree with the
people within the group of the dynamic
of it all, but that is what makes us
human.
"Cliques have the ability to make
people feel completely included in
something or completely excluded
from something," junior Julia Gautho
said. "They will continue to exist in
almost every aspect of life so long as
we allow them to control the way we
interact with others."
Speaking for USD students,
cliques exist but the consensus is that
our school still remains fairly inclusive

compared to other universities.
"Personally I think USD is
one place that's not to bad about
it," sophomore Jaz Tinsley said.
"Everyone's polite to each other and
even if they're not actively attempting
to be inclusive, they're not rejecting
those who want to be included."
In the end, if cliques must have a
shameful correlation, at least our school
is safe of many of the negative aspects
that accompany them. We can only
hope that we continue to be regarded as
an inclusive community in which even
when cliques exist, they are accepting
of the diverse student body who call
this university home.
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Fear of
forgetting

By Kendall Tich
OPINION EDITOR
As a kid, I remember driving from
our home in Libertyville, Illinois all
the way to State College, Pennsylvania
where my mom's parents used to
live. I don't remember much about
the journeys, but I remember my
grandparents' warm welcomes waiting
on the other side.
When I was eight, those fun trips
to grandma and grandpa's house turned
into watching my grandfather battle
prostate cancer while my grandma
began to have lapses in her memory.
I was 10 when my grandpa died
and even though I feel like I never
truly got to know him, his passing left a
lasting affect on my family in the form
of the onset of my grandma's diagnosis
with Alzheimer's disease.
For those of you who know little
about the disease, it is often defined as
the "progressive mental deterioration
that can occur in middle or old age,
due to generalized degeneration of the
brain."
In my own experience, I have
watched the disease consume my
grandma's memory and livelihood
and with a doctor's prediction, it will
shortly end up taking her life.
Much of my relationship with
my grandma has been in visits to
Pennsylvania with my mom, in which
we sit by her bedside, talking to her
about things she may or may not know
anything about. During these trips, I
have learned more from my grandma
than she had ever taught me before.
One of the most important lessons
I've learned is that life is short. I know
this seems obvious and is often just said
to scare young people into making the
right decisions. However, I don't mean
life as just breathing and being on earth.
I mean life in the sense that you are
truly living, learning and understanding
everything around you.
My
grandma
has
become
immobile, has lost her ability to perform
daily tasks like eating and brushing her
teeth and has lost the ability to properly
communicate. Whether or not the
sounds she makes, make sense in her
own mind is still a mystery.
She is still alive: she breathes,
sleeps and eats. But her ability to
participate in day-to-day activities
that we take for granted when we are
young has dwindled throughout the
progression of her disease.
My
grandmother's
slow
progression with Alzheimer's was
something that took my family a long
time to come to terms with and I still
see the determination my mom has to
communicate and treat my grandma as
though she is still as mentally aware as
she was 20 years ago.
What it took me a long time to
realize though is that my mom watching
my grandmother's memory deteriorate
would be like me watching my own
mom's memory deteriorate. This seems
like something I should have figured out
a long time ago, but I often overlooked
the fact that the relationship my mom
has with my grandmother is the same
relationship I have with my mom.
Unfortunately, many
of the
memories that my mom has with her
are no longer accessible and are stored
somewhere in the back of her mind.
As we grow older, our parents do
too and pretty soon we will come home
from being away from them for a long
time and wonder when they started
to look so old. For many of us, this
seems like it is a long way's away. But
I know that for my mom, watching her
mom grow old and lose her livelihood
to Alzheimer's forced her to grasp the
reality of aging.
None of this is intended to gain
sympathy or understanding, but rather
to show the importance of living a full
life while you are able to do so and
truly appreciating the relationships you
have with your parents while they are
still here.
We may not be old yet, but every
day we are another day older and it is
never too soon to be thankful for the
days we are living and the people who
are living those days with us.
We are at an age where we think
we will be young forever or that even
when we grow old, we will remain
aware of our memories and the world
around us.
My grandma's Alzheimer's has
taught me not to take seemingly little
everyday activities for granted but
rather to appreciate and embrace small
tasks that we may now consider menial
and irrelevant, for one day, we may not
be able to perform them at all.

Kevin Nelson/TheVista

College students are under such a great deal of pressure to complete assigned textbook reading for classes that they are losing sight of the joy in reading for pleasure.

The textbook takeover at USD
By Sara Butler
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Walking along the sidewalk to
class, I look around and see students
lying on the grass in front of Maher
and Serra, reading between afternoon
classes. However, as I get closer, I see
that every one of these book titles are
academic. In their hour of free time,
these students are trying to catch up on
their textbook reading.
As college students, we are given
massive amounts of readings to do for
classes. With these high expectations,
we stick our heads in our textbooks and
start to forget what it was like to read
for fun.
Textbook reading is extremely
important, and often very interesting.
However, as we grow up, we often
distance ourselves from the genres
and authors we once loved in order to
accommodate our assigned readings.
Sophomore Allyson Meyer has
found it hard to find time to read for
pleasure since she has been in college.
"For me, I've always enjoyed
reading. It gives me a break from work
and a chance to relax. However, it has
been really hard this year to find the
time to read a book" Meyer said.
According to Motoko Rich, a

writer for the New York Times, this is
becoming a national trend among our
generation.
"These trends are concurrent
with a falloff in daily pleasure reading
among young people as they progress
from elementary to high school, a drop
that appears to continue once they enter
college," Motoko said.
David Mehegan of The Boston
Globe agrees with this trend, citing that,
"Almost half of Americans between
ages 18 and 24 never read books for
pleasure."
Further, in a recent 2005 study, he
found "almost 40 percent of college
freshmen (and 35 percent of seniors)
read nothing at all for pleasure, and
26 percent (28 percent of seniors) read
less than one hour per week."
While the statistics show the
dramatic decrease in reading for
pleasure, the source of this problem is
not easily identifiable.
One reason for this decline may
be the amount of textbook reading
assigned to college students. After
reading chapters of biology or
sociology, many of us do not want to
even look at another book.
Another explanation may be
the increased presence of media and
gadgets, including the Internet, smart
phones and video games. These serve
as digital distractions that discourage

people from reading in their spare time.
While students may have enjoyed
reading for pleasure before they came
to USD, college coursework has shifted
this interest to other pastimes, such as
watching TV or surfing the web. These
activities help us separate work from
play, as reading has now become a full
time job for many students.
Although it may seem like a
hassle, there are many advantages to
reading for pleasure.
Reading can help relax stressed
out college students. The pressure of
midterms, papers and projects causes
many of us to feel can feel swamped
at times. Reading a book you enjoy
is a way to unwind and escape the
world. By engrossing yourself in the
characters and their lives, you can take
a break from your own stress, even if
it's just for a little while.
Also, reading improves your
vocabulary, which is impressive in
academic papers and job interviews.
You may be taken more seriously by
professors, employers, and the real
world.
Not only does reading for pleasure
increase your vocabulary skills, it also
helps you improve in other academic
fields. Reading helps you think more,
which makes you use your brain. It
helps improve your concentration,
focus and memory, which can help you

on college exams.
Like your iPhone, books are easy
to bring places and carry around with
you. However, they are significantly
cheaper. They can be a nice break from
your Facebook and Instagram news
feeds. If you find you are missing your
electronics, try reading on a Kindle, a
device that allows you to digitally store
and read thousands of books.
In college, we have a lot of
obligations
and
responsibilities.
Our classes require a lot of assigned
textbook readings to help us learn
new concepts and better ourselves
as students. However, this time
commitment discourages us from
reading in the little spare time we have,
and we use our free moments engaged
in our electronic media and digital
gadgets.
Reading for pleasure should not be
forgotten by college students. It offers
many benefits to students, such as
decreasing stress levels and improving
academic skills.
Next time you finish Chapter 23 in
your economics textbook, think about
reaching for your favorite paperback
book instead of your iPhone 5. Open
up a book to remember the fun you had
reading as a kid, exploring new worlds
from the comfort of your own bed. You
might be surprised by how much you
missed reading for fun.

The rise of the screen addiction
ByJack Kelly
STAFF WRITER
Can you imagine drinking from
your water bottle or opening your
backpack 150 times a day? According to
Sanna Chu of the International Digital
Times, phone users, on average, check
their phones 150 times a day. Evidently
we have some bizarre addiction to our
pocket sized pieces of technology.
When walking around campus
it's hard not to notice students buried
in their 4-inch screens. A few surveys
that Chu discussed have revealed that
17 to 24 percent of us feel a personal
connection to our phones. I know I do.
So what is it that is so intoxicating about
our phones? And more importantly,
how is our phone use affecting us?
Our phones are an extension of
ourselves, especially through the use of
social media.
I sat down with Dr. Galvan, a
psychology professor at USD who
is published for her research on how
phones distract us. She told me about
her study in which three participants
entered a room, two of whom were the
conductors of the study and one who
was the subject.
All three participants were given a
task to do while the conductor left the
room. Either the two assistants started
talking with one another in person,
or one of them started talking on the
phone. Neither scenario distracted the
actual test taker more, but for whatever
reason the participant was able to
remember more about the phone

call than the in-person conversation.
Interesting to say the least.
She later informed me of additional
studies she had researched in which
cell phones distracted us from reality.
People on cell phones are more likely
to miss a unicycling clown in the park
or some other strange attractions.
According to Fox News, recently
in San Francisco, a man on a commuter
train began twirling and pointing a
gun around without anyone noticing
because they were so engrossed on
their phones. He ended up shooting
someone. There is plenty of evidence
to show us that these devices are very
distracting.
Have you ever been annoyed with
your friend, who is consumed with a
.text even though you're in the middle
of a conversation? I have. Interestingly,
we often report that we are annoyed by
others phone use but don't report, or
realize, that we are in fact annoying
others.
All of these accounts point to the
principle of urgency. For whatever
reason, we lead ourselves to believe
that the notifications on our phones
need immediate attention.
Should we be concerned about all
this? It seems as though our extensive
use of social networks and texting is
damaging our ability to communicate
in real life. I asked Dr. Molitor, another
psychology professor at USD about
this aspect.
"When we are developing we need
to see faces and expressions to come
to understand social cues. Without in-

Photo Courtesy of Megan Sacco

With phones as advanced and accessible as they currently are, students find little rea
son to put their phones down throughout the day.

person practice, our socializing could
be damaged," Molitor said.
She told me that this was her
personal speculation, but it makes
plenty of sense to me. As we proceed
forward in this world filled
with
advancing technology, we should be

wary of the way it is affecting us. It
seems as though the only suitable way
to practice technology without letting it
take over our lives is to realize that it
needs to be done in moderation without
allowing it affect our interaction with
the real world around us.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Students silenced regarding taboo topics
in classrooms if students treat the idea
of race as something that is taboo.
We are part of a progressive,
accepting generation in which it is
believed that all issues of our country's
In a classroom on our campus, past have been left in the past. I don't
approximately 25 students sit with think I am alone in thinking that there
their mouths shut and heads down is still some discomfort among USD
as their professor patiently awaits a students when the topic of race comes
response from one of them. There is up in the classroom. Instead of talking
a looming feeling of discomfort and about race, we sit in silence waiting
anxiety, eventually causing the switch for the participation of others or the
to a completely different topic of decision of our professor to switch to a
different topic. Many college students
discussion.
This scenario is triggered by the stay silent about the topic of race,
introduction of topics that have become overlooking its existence or the effect
taboo on our campus. Our generation it has on our generation.
claims to be progressive, opinionated
I will agree that our country has
and accepting. However, there are' come a long way, beginning with the
many issues that have been pushed Civil Rights Movement in the 60s
aside and dubbed to be universally and extending into our lives today in
accepted in order to avoid awkward which all humans are seen as equal,
independent of their skin color. Even
conflict among peers and classmates.
"I think that certain topics are now though, our society still cannot
taboo not only because we attend a have genuine discussions about race
Catholic university but because they without fearing that they will offend
are controversial topics in everyday someone or fearing they will be called
life," junior Cameron Brown said. "I insensitive or racist.
"People always talk about USD
wish teachers here would encourage
discussions on controversial topics being 'us' and 'them' rather than it
more because without debate, the being all of us as a community," senior
Siena Pugnale said.
issues never get resolved."
Once our generation begins to
Whether it is fear of offending
others, lack of relevance, or complete openly discuss race, it will no longer
ignorance to a topic, there are many be seen as something that sets us apart
underlying realities with which we are or makes us different from one another.

By Kendall Tich
OPINION EDITOR

"I wish teachers here would encourage discussions on
controversial topics more because without debate, the
issues never get resolved." -Cameron Brown

currently living that are worth bringing
to the table.
In one of my USD sociology
classes, the professor asked the class to
list the races that appear in the United
States, in the order they would appear
as a hierarchy. Undoubtedly, the class
agreed that the top position goes to
Caucasians.
The professor then asked the class
where Africans would appear on this
hierarchical chart. Our class got silent
and awkwardly looked around the
classroom as my professor encouraged
students to contribute, noting that the
answer is well known among all of us.
A student finally raised her hand,
putting African Americans toward the
bottom of the racial hierarchy, while
looking behind her at the rest of the
class hoping that she did not offend
anybody. This awkward situation has
happened and will continue to happen

Rather, the popular opinion will be that
difference is what makes our country
great.
While race is, in my mind, the
most taboo topic that has come up
in my time at USD, there are others
that have also led to some awkward
classroom situations.
Since we attend a Catholic
university, it is home to many religious
students. This encourages discussion
about religious beliefs and spirituality.
Our generation seems to be one
of questioners, shying away from
organized, church centered religion
and moving toward a more progressive
view of spirituality and belief.
In theology classes on campus,
students are generally accepting of
religions different from their own;
however, it doesn't seem that these
same students are tolerant of the
complete absence of faith in someone's

life.

Most Atheists would say that
although they choose not to believe in
God, this does not make them a moral
nihilist, or one who believes that view
that nothing is intrinsically moral or
immoral. They still maintain ethical
conduct and have principles that
happen to exist outside the walls of an
organized religion.
According to National Public
Radio, "One-fifth of Americans are
religiously unaffiliated (...)" and
"those younger than 30 especially seem
to be drifting from organized religion."
So if that is the case, and the younger
generations are shifting from organized
religion to individual beliefs and faith,
why is it that discussing the absence of
faith in someone's life has become so
taboo?
Religion is so grounded into the
history of the United States, with
Christianity and faith in God being the
dominant beliefs in our country. Much
of the history regarding our founding
relied on the existence of organized
religion and the belief of the public
in the church. Therefore, our country
has deemed "non believers" as sinners
who are against those who value their
religious beliefs. This, however, is not
the case.
One USD student, who chooses
to remain anonymous, summed up her
Atheist beliefs in a way that can shed
some light on why students choose a
path of Atheism versus one of religious
beliefs.
"Throughout our lives we come
into contact with different views
regarding religion and what we should
or shouldn't believe. As we grow and
develop our own opinions on these
beliefs, we realize that life isn't always
a result of believing or disbelieving but
rather a result of our own actions and
decisions. I believe I am the maker of
my own life and I am the one who will
decide what happens to me and when
things happen to me. I do not believe
that my life can be in the hands of
someone who may or may not exist. I
do not believe in an omniscient God or
higher power yet I believe in principles
and values that I have used to guide me
through life."
Atheism does exist on our campus;
however, those students often feel
threatened and unable to voice this
choice. The fact that the student in
the above quote preferred to remain
anonymous is further indication of
the fear Atheist students have for
expressing their lack of religion.
In a classroom at USD, where
many students are either Catholic or
another Christian religion, the topic
of no religion and no belief in God

or a higher power often creates an
awkward, uncomfortable atmosphere
therefore making it seem as though
Atheism is taboo on our campus.
While on the topic of religion, it
is hard not to think about why so many
people turn to religion when they get
older: they are accepting that at the
end of their lives, comes death. We are
young, seemingly immortal and have
our entire lives ahead of us. Yet dying
is a part of life and at some point, we
will all have to start thinking about it.
So why is it not discussed in
classrooms? Why do professors initiate

in front of classmates or professors. Are
we afraid that by saying our opinions
about sex we are succumbed to ridicule
in the forms of being called a "slut,"
"man whore," or "prude"?
"Students tend to be concerned
with what their peers think causing
them to often hide their emotions or
opinions when they are put on the spot
in discussions involving things that are
taboo," junior Jenna Palazzo said.
Sex, although prevalent and
accepted on college campuses, is still
not openly discussed in classrooms
on our own campus. While there

"Students tend to be concerned with what their peers
think causing them to often hide their emotions or
opinions when they are put on the spot in discussions
involving things that are taboo." -Jenna Palazzo
conversations about the values, norms,
beliefs about life but no one ever brings
up the existence of death? Talking
about the end of your life has become
taboo in college classrooms because no
one wants to talk about something they
can't understand.
"There's really no formal class
dedicated to the view and role of
Atheists in the world today," junior
Kevin Matthews said.
We
understand
short
term
consequences and know that if we
get pregnant in college we will have
a different life than if we don't. We
know there are consequences to drug
and alcohol abuse and we know that
cheating on an exam will have its own
consequences too. However, we never
talk about how at the end of our lives,
we are going to die. I believe this is due
to fear; but how are we supposed to
face death at the end of our lives when
we have spent our entire lives avoiding
talking about it?
For the last taboo topic, I will begin
with saying that it is something that
we have been exposed to since middle
school. I remember in my seventh
grade health class, my teacher began
the conversation about sex by saying
"ok, everyone say the word 'penis'."
And so we all giggled, and yelled out
the word 'penis.' We were socialized
from a young age to talk about sex in a
way that makes it seem funny, however,
most of us actually learned very little
about it before coming to college and
hearing about it from our friends.
Statistically, many teens are
having sex before arriving at college,
and even more during college, yet it
is still something that makes students
feel uncomfortable and awkward,
especially when it involves discussions

are classes like Gender Studies and
Love, Sex and Science that encourage
students to voice their opinions about
human sexuality, it still leaves many
students feeling awkward or judged
based on their responses to questions
or the opinions they hold about sex.
The only way to truly educate
college students and have open
discussions about sex is if it becomes
less taboo and more open to discussion.
Sex, whether it be someone wanting
to have it or waiting to have it, is on
the minds of the majority of college
students and USD is no exception.
By creating open discussions and
comfortable environments to freely
discuss sex, it promotes responsible
and well-informed decisions among
our student body.
"People should be able to feel
comfortable expressing who they are
when it comes to sexuality," senior
Mary Richardson said. "College
shouldn't be about judgement and who
is better or cooler. It's about learning
new things about yourself and those
around you and discovering the vast
and diverse world around you."
USD will truly know progress
when topics that are taboo on campus
and in society have become topics
that are discussed openly and freely
in classrooms and with professors.
By eliminating the fear of those who
want to voice their opinions and the
judgment of those who are listening,
we will know real acceptance and we
will be able to promote a well-rounded,
open-minded generation that will have
the necessary knowledge to run the
world one day. These taboo topics
shape our university experiences, so
discussing them is the only way to
accept them.

Jury duty: a dreaded yet eye-opening experience
By Allyson Meyer
CONTRIBUTOR

Jury duty. It was an experience I
dreaded. For other people it may be
paying taxes or voting, but for me it
was being called to sit on a jury. Why?
I'm not entirely sure.
Maybe it was because it signaled a
start to my adult life, or maybe it was
just because I dreaded the long day of
sitting at a courthouse.
Recently I had the pleasure of
receiving a jury summons. It comes
in the mail as an official looking
document, with a big red box with type
reading, "JURY SUMMONS."
After failed attempts to explain
my status as a full time student, which
therefore makes me unable to go to
the courthouse or sit on a trial, all I
succeeded in doing was postponing it
until the summer.
Apparently being a student is not a
valid excuse.
When I arrived at the courthouse,
I was nervous. Being 19, this was my
first jury summons and I didn't want to
mess it up.
From metal detectors to guards, I
realized this is serious, adding to my
fear that messing up would lead to some
form of criminal or civil prosecution.
Upon entering the jury lounge
promptly at 7:45 a.m., I was greeted by
a lot of sleepy people who had taken
their seats in one of the numerous
plastic chairs.
Once seated, I began to take in my
surroundings. There was the diligent
courthouse employee giving directions
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Editor Policy

while the lady in front of me filled out
a crossword.
The coughing and sneezing of
fellow would-be jurors made a germa-phobe like me cringe and the guy
behind me was relaying his story
to a fellow juror about leaving his
headphones at home when he had
planned on watching episodes of
"Dexter."
I settled in for the long run, unsure
of how to keep myself occupied. I
scanned a magazine, read a book and
decided to write, all while being ready
to hear my name over the PA.

workday.
Walking
outside
felt
incredible.
So that was my experience.
Frustrated about what had transpired,
or really what hadn't.
This made me wonder why,
according to the 2004 Associated
Press article by Ben Margot, "Threequarters of the people surveyed for the
American Bar Association disagreed
with the notion that jury service is a
hardship to be dodged."
The Harris Poll on Jury Duty
found that only about 44 percent of
Americans have attended jury duty and

"From metal detectors to guards, I realized this is
serious, adding to my fear that messing up would lead to
some form of criminal or civil prosecution."
Each time the loudspeaker came
on my heart beat faster as I strained to
hear the muffled voice. Each time I felt
myself thinking, "please, not me."
As the day dragged on I began
to get really tired, partially because I
had forgone my morning coffee so I
wouldn't be late.
The people around me became
restless. By 2 p.m. the only update
was, "just a little longer."
At 3 p.m., more people were
called up. The remaining potential
jurors, including me, looked on with
mixed emotions.
There was envy, at least these
people had something to do instead
of just sit around. Then there were
feelings of relief having not been
called so close to the end of the day.
By 4 p.m. we were dismissed,
having maxed out the courthouse

only 24 percent have sat on a jury.
Even with this, most people
believe that a trial and verdict by a jury
is more impartial than one by a judge.
So why is there a surprising
willingness to participate in jury duty?
Maybe it's the pride in taking part in
civil service and fulfilling one's duty as
a citizen of a democratic society.
Maybe it's because you are called
up and have to serve. Or maybe it's
because juries have not always been
inclusive to everyone, such as women
and racial minorities.
According to the American Civil
Liberties Union, women were excluded
on the basis of a "defect of sex." Juries
were also determined by race, with
laws describing juries as white males,
which was questioned in the 1879
Supreme Court Case Strauder v. West
Virginia.
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to the editor from
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community.
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subject line "Letter to
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the up-coming edition are
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The court opinion on the Cornell Amendment, "the right of trial by
University
Law
School
Legal jury," and the importance of allowing
Information Institute website from the everyone, no matter who they are, to
case stated that, "the statute of West take part in our democratic system.
Even with all this, I still open
Virginia . . . singles out and denies to
colored citizens the right and privilege the mailbox with a fair amount of
of participating in the administration hesitation, hoping not to see that big
of the law as jurors because of their red box with black letters for at least a
few more'years.
color."
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Homecoming weekend was one weekend l/iat you didn't want to
miss. Beginning on Friday, there were a variety oi events for
students, parents and alumni to attend that ranges from tips from a
Torero chef to an intramural g« if tournament. Friday concluded
with USD's annual Big Blue Bash Festival and Concert, where Young
the Giant performed to a crowded Torero Way. The festival included
free food and music as well as a beer ami wine garden. Saturday's
main event was the football tailgate and picnic. USD football stayed
undefeated with a 35-33 win ov r the Marist College Red Foxes and
the stands were packed with proud Toreros. Homecoming weekend
concluded with Sunday's alumni and family closing mass and dinner
at La Gran Terraza.
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Images Courtesy of Mark Cedar, Kevin Nelson/The Vista, Dani
Meyers, Taylor Washington, Megan Secco, Jordan Colson, Susie
Hirsch, Lena Figueroa, Ivy Guild, BrockFS/Wikimedia Commons,
Menasirn/Wikimedia Commons.
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ARTS & CULTURE
Politics of a
Shutdown TORERO OPINIONS
Khea Pollard

Maya Aifrieta

What do you like most about the fall season?

By Khea Pollard
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
The core of our country has
been out of business for 11 days and
counting. Perhaps it was wishful
thinking to believe that the government
would reopen within a few days
following the shutdown. Because
the opposing parties cannot agree
to find
acceptable middle ground,
thousands of government workers are
out of a paycheck. Is it that they don't
understand or don't care?
Of course members of Congress
are still being paid. Had their paychecks
been on the line, I'm quite sure they'd
reach a decision in a timelier manner.
Some House and Senate members
are donating or rejecting payment
altogether to show solidarity. This is
admirable considering they have the
option to do so, while many others do
not.
The shutdown has spawned an
ominous ripple effect for employees
in industries we expected and in some
we didn't expect. Barricades have
been placed around the World War II
memorial, the Grand Canyon is closed
and worst of all, the Alaskan crab
fishing industry is forced into limbo
just in time for the holiday season.
Joking aside, this is more than just an
inconvenience for tourists and seafood
lovers. People working in these
industries are facing the consequences
for a decision they have no say in.
Apparently, neither side will
budge on President Obama's health
care reform, in addition to many other
issues and each faction blames the
other. There is something inherently
wrong with this picture.
I am a firm believer in standing
up for your values and adhering to
commitments for yourself and others.
That said, it's important to draw the line
between stubborn self-righteousness
and fighting ardently for your beliefs.
There needs to be compromise on both
sides for amicable coexistence.
The
next
proposal
from
Republicans is to raise the debt ceiling
to finance this shutdown while a deal is
negotiated. Democrats are in favor of
raising the debt ceiling and reopening
the government before a new deal
is talked about. Either way, the debt
ceiling is going up. At least we can
agree on that. An estimated 50 billion
dollars a month is necessary to sustain
the government during its shutdown
period.
That's 50 billion spent for
indecision. Whether it is appropriate to
add more debt to what we've already
accumulated is questionable. But at
this point, a raise in the debt ceiling is
necessary to keep America from going
into financial default and embarrassing
ourselves nationally in the process.
Both Democrats and Republicans
must be willing to give a little to gain a
lot. The goal is should be to have both
sides content, not satiated, by the end
of decision making.
The same type of compromise
applies to everyday life in our
interpersonal
and
professional
relationships. Listening to clips on
the news that show Republicans and
Democrats aggressively debating back
and forth reminds me of childhood.
My mother's scolding voice
insisting my sister and I stop bickering
and get along with each other.
Congress could learn a thing or two
from the average American. There is
one thing the House and Senate agree
on, they will keep paying troops for
military service. Our "non essential"
government
workers
are
being
furloughed while military troops are
not. I've come to understand where this
country's priorities lie.
I don't want to talk about the
shutdown anymore. It's an important
topic, without a doubt. But there are
much more interesting, wonderful
things going on in the world I'd rather
read and write about.
Still at times it feels like life on
earth is coming to a slow end when
I listen to all the madness on the
television screen. I could say that we
keep our sanity intact through hope
and prayer, which may be a true and
very viable option. But for those of us
that can't afford indecision, we do it
because we must.

Tyler Stoll

J<ie Nomellini

Robbie Hill

Samantha Baker

Senior

Freshman

Senior
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"My favorite part of the
fall season would have
to be Halloween, as it
allows for the chance to
be something that you're
normally not."

"The weather here. I'm
from North Carolina and
fall is completeky different
there. The fact that we're
all still walking around in
shorts right now is so nice."

'Pumpkin seeds. And
beanies with balls."

"I'cjhave to say the
weatheitor sure. The color
of the lelves changing. I'm
just kinl of excited to get
back iiio the routine of
things: ihool, football.'
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The La Jolla Playhouse brings a legend back to life
"The Tallest Tree in the Forest"playwright Daniel Beaty takes the stage solo
By Khea Pollard
Arts 8c Culture Editor

Paul Robeson was once regarded
as "the tallest tree in our forest" by civil
rights leader Mary McLeod Bethune at
the pinnacle of his performance career.
Daniel Beaty embodies the legendary
scholar, athlete, actor, singer and
human rights activist in his one-man
show.
"The Tallest Tree in the Forest" is
written and performed by Daniel Beaty
and directed by Moists Kaufman.
Kaufman known for works such as
"The Laramie Project" and "I Am My
Own Life." Lofty in onset but huge in
delivery, the show chronicles the life of
Paul Robeson as one of the best known
African American artists of the 20th
century.
Beaty opens the show by singing
one of Robeson's most popular songs,
"OF Man River," from the musical
"Show Boat" (1936). His classically
trained vocals are breathtaking.
The metaphor of the rolling river
foreshadows Robeson's perseverance
through persecution following his
ascent into activism.
There are 13 musical numbers
total, plus the reprise of "OF Man
River" toward the end of the first act.
Every piece is woven into the play
with a purpose. The powerful lyrics
that comprise the musical selections
are used appropriately to move the
storyline and provide relevant insight
into Robeson's artistic and political
decisions.
"Battle of Jericho" and the Negro
Spiritual "Go Down Moses" are
delivered at a turning points in the
show when Robeson decides to support
the anti-lynching crusade in America
and encourages relationally between
low wage workers, Jewish and African
Americans.
The show was beautifully written
to illustrate to the audience some of
the most pivotal moments in the icon's
life. Without the aid of additional cast

Daniel Beaty, playwright and star of La Jolla Playhouse's world-premiere production ofTHETALLESTTREE INTHE FOREST, directed by Moisds Kaufman, co-produced with Kansas
City Rep, running in the Playhouse's Sheila and Hughes PotikerTheatre October 10- November 3.

members, Beaty chose to recreate
intimate moments influenced these
decisions. He does this masterfully by
fulfilling multiple character roles.
Each character he assumes has
a different voice, which at times,
provides comical relief and a unique
perspective. All of the characters
portrayed such as President Harry
Truman and Robeson's wife Eslanda,
felt distinct and personalized.
As the show progresses,Robeson's
political activism does too. His talent
as an actor and performer allows him

to travel internationally by invitation.
Impacted by his experiences abroad, he
makes the shift from film star to human
rights activist.
Most notably, his travels to the
Soviet Union during the age of the Cold
War era heavily influence his views on
Communism and issues of equality and
human rights.
The more politically affluent
Robeson
becomes
abroad
and
domestically, he is regarded as threat
to national security in anti-communist
McCarthyist propaganda circulating

Graduate School of Theology

Master of Arts in Youth Ministry

throughout the U.S.
Beaty does a remarkable job
in portraying Robeson's strength
and weakness during this period of
persecution stating, "...They've cut
me down but my roots run deep. They
spread all through the soil of America."
Moments like these can be found
in abundance throughout the show,
upholding a political undertone within
the show's brilliantly artistic format.
"Tallest Tree" is successful in
providing a complex view of a prolific
persona, no small task for a one man

show. Robeson is portrayed as a
virtuosic figure that made a choice to
commit himself fully to activism.
"The artist must make a choice to
fight for freedom or for slavery. I have
made my choice." This line is recited
by Beaty at the opening and closing
of the play. These are Robeson's own
words, a resounding epithet capturing
his principal mission. Choose to be
enlightened.
"The Tallest Tree in the Forest"
is showing at the La Jolla Playhouse
through Nov. 3.
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By Maya Arrieta
ASST. ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Across
5. Greatest hits album
13. All-American
released in 2000 selling 60
whose number-two sel
million more copies than the
Greatist Hits was missing their
band's "Abbey Road" album,
most well known single, "Hotel
released in 1969
California"
9. He may not be the "King'
but this "Boss" released an
album in 1984 that sold 30
million copies
12. Canadian singer that
holds the title of best-selling
country artist of all time
1. Number 5 top selling pop
artist of all time, whose 1997
single was the biggest selling
single in history
2. 1994 album by a band
whose frontman is now country
singer Darius Rucker

14. Debut album released
in 1985, named for the artist
herself, who died in 2012

Down
6. This "King" is still the
number 2 top selling artist ever
7. This album was a favorite
released by this "Lucky" pop
diva
8. "Larger than Life" album
released in 1999

3. Disco soundtrack to John
Travolta's hit movie topped the
charts in 1977

10. Number one top selling
album of all time

4. This 1980 album was
written as a tribute to the band's
deceased frontman

11. His 1990 hit album was
almost as popular as his iconic
baggy pants

Answers from last week's crossword

O CTOBER 1 8 TH

Jason Aldean
7:30 p.m.
Sleep Train
Ampifheafer
Ghula Vista, GA

James Blake with
Samiyam
7:00 p.m.
House of Blues
San Diego, GA
Colleen Buffington/The Vista
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Artists' Corner: Tarez Lemmons
if that's good or bad.
TV: Do you have a favorite piece
of poetry?

By Khea Pollard
ARTS'& CULTURE EDITOR

TL: My favorite piece of poetry is
not my own. It's called "Love Poem" by
Carvens Lissaint. He is my inspiration.
His poetry is immense. You're a poet
when you start writing but eventually
you come across something that shows
you what you want to do with it. It's
almost like your major in poetry. It's a
very simple poem in very simple words
but the meaning behind it is absolutely
there. He makes you fall in love with
the person he's talking about for three
minutes. Before I perform, I listen to
his poem at least once or twice. It helps
me 'go there' and bring out that same
sort of passion.

Each week The Vista
aims to showcase student
artists. Junior Tarez
Lemmons, also known
as Suede Cursive, is a
former football player
with a passion for spoken
word poetry. Though he
is relatively new in the
poetry scene, his love
and appreciation for the
art is evident. Lemmons
agreed to sit and talk
with us about his creative
process.

ANTI H&M
"We walk aroundas if
the tags on the backs
of our clothes state the
composition of our souls.
As if we are the ones who
are reducedto being 70
percent cotton and30
percent polyester. As if
my chromosomes are no
longer Xf they're XXL."

TV: Football is completely
different from writing poetry. What
pushed you to make the transition from
football player to poet?
TL: I came here for football
and met many great people through
football. These people were my family
and the only friends I had on campus.
I didn't come in with any relationships
with any other people. I loved playing,
don't get me wrong, but I had to
reconfigure my priorities one winter
break. Over our Christmas holiday last
year, I got my grades back. I had a 2.2
GPA I believe. I was still eligible to
play and could have played, but I had
to call the coaches and tell them I was
no longer interested because of my
grades. After I left the team, I no longer
had a family of people I was close to.
When I got into poetry, I did so
because I wanted to perform and write.
However, when I discovered how
interconnected the poetry scene is in
San Diego, I was in love. I had found
another source of family, competition
and something to strive for all in one.
Poetry in a lot of ways has replaced
football for me, so the transition was
perfect!
TV: How did you get your start
writing poetry?
TL: I started because Black
Student Union has open mics. My
girlfriend, CJ, was talking about an
upcoming open mic. So, I wrote a poem
while on the plane flying to the football
team's away game. I read it to a few
friends and they liked it, a lot. People
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TV: Do you write new pieces
often?
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Tarez Lemmons reciting poetry at the Black Graduates Recognition Ceremony (2013)

really liked it. They kept telling me to
continue and that encouraged me.,
TV: What's the story behind your
stage name?
TL: I was sitting in my Biblical
Studies class one day and I was looking
at my shoes. They were black and made
with suede material. I happened to be
writing in cursive. There you have it.
I said, "What if I called myself 'Suede
Cursive.'" I told my roommate and he
said "No that's stupid." But I just stuck
with it. I performed for the first time at
the spoken word venue, Elevated, with
that name and the host called me on the
open mic. I loved how it sounded.
TV: What most inspires you to
write?

TL: To be honest with you, I'm
not inspired by any specific topic
because I feel that I can write about a
wide variety of different topics. What
inspires me is actually going up and
reciting the' poetry, hearing people's
reactions to it. Knowing that what
I've said has resonated with someone,
has made them think differently about
something. I love seeing that what
I've said has made a difference in
someone's consciousness. That really
inspires me to continue.
It's one thing to do a poem about
love and have people think it's good.
But it's another thing, as one of my
favorite poets said, when people
come up to you and say 'thank you, I
believe in love again.' I make a lot of
my decisions based on other peoples'
approval I guess [laughs]. I don't know

TL: Writing takes a little while. I
write what's called a 'throw up draft,'
it's basically just jotting down all your
thoughts. Then you edit it. Because it's
such a long process, I usually wait until
I have time to do it, just because I don't
want to have to stop in the middle of a
poem for weeks at a time. But when I
do sit down and do it I really enjoy it.
It's the most 'me time' that I can ever
ask for these days.
TV: Looking back on your first
poem and first performance, how does
it make you feel now? How have you
grown since then?
TL: My first poem is called "Eyes
Like Language" about beauty. The
typical poem about beauty. I would say
that that poem was like learning how to
walk. Learning that I could write well.
From being in the poetry community
and meeting a lot of different poets, I
was learning how to sprint. It was like
discovering the Olympics. I still have
that original poem on the original paper
I wrote it on. I look back at it with such

an appreciation. It was the start of
something I really love now and I don't
know where my commitment would be
if it wasn't for poetry. It's a great thing.
TV: Do you believe you have a
future in poetry?
TL: Yes. I'm young, I know some
great poets and real great mentors. I
have a lot of conversations with Rudy
Francisco, he's already been where I
want to go. So, I'm in a good position.
I have the ability and desire to cover a
great distance in poetry. I would love to
be an underground champion, a world
slam champion. I would love to be a
full time poet. That's not something
you can plan for. If I was given a shot
I'd definitely take it. And even if I
don't get a shot, I'll take one anyway.
It would be a dream come true.
TV: What do you love most about
your craft?
TL: Poetry is not just writing. A
poet might-recite a poem about an issue
in the community but more often than
not they are also doing something to
combat that issue, to make an impact
on that community for the better. That's
one thing that I love. When I think of a
spoken word artist, I think activist. We
have a tendency to think of activism as
one man marches, sit ins and riots but
I love how spoken word artists have
become the activists and thinkers.
They are people that will challenge
authority and change the world. That's
something I really admire and believe
everyone can be a part of. Poetry
inspires positive change. Chris Wilson,
one of the leaders at Elevated, often
says that 'poetry is not the answer,
it's a step.' All of us can take this step.
Poetry is not just beautiful words,
not just speaking change but actively
creating it in the world.
TV: What advice can you give to
people just starting out with their own
writing?
TL: It cannot, will not progress
if you don't love it. We can workshop
our poems as much as we desire, but
above all, I'd workshop how much you
love poetry. Study the art form every
day because you love it. Not to get
better, not to workshop, just for fun.
Learn how to appreciate it. When you
really appreciate art you don't have to
work on it. Of course you must put in
the work, physically, the regimen, the
practice, but when you truly have an
appreciation for the art, it works on
itself. So, really appreciate the craft for
what it is and you'll learn and progress
from there.
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GOT
?
WE DO.
33 OF THEM IN FACT.
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Last second victory for the Toreros
A game-winning field goal earns a Homecoming victory
By Hunter Jameson
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

By Davis Jones
SPORTS EDITOR
Jason Collins, a center in the
National
Basketball
Association,
made the announcement in April that
he is gay, writing a cover story for
Sports Illustrated that received praise
from homosexuality advocates and
teammates alike. Now, a few weeks
before the regular season starts, Collins
still finds himself unsigned and without
a team.
One speculation stfems from
Collins's age. His career statistics of
just 3.6 points and 3.8 rebounds per
game could reflect a 34-year-old's
skills that many teams believe are
just not worth the money. Another
speculation is darkly obvious; the New
York Times quoted one team's general
manager who spoke anonymously in
saying that "some teams just might
not want to deal with it because of the
media implications."
The sooner we as a culture
summon enough dignity to call 'it' by
its real name, the sooner we can address
the professionally 'right' choice for an
NBA team: someone should take a
chance and sign Jason Collins. Because
he's gay.
Hear this: I don't think a team
should take a chance because some
think it as the morally 'right' action to
take, nor because it champions a certain
cause. Whether his orientation is
'right' or not in the first place is beside
the point. That's outside the realm of
what I hold the right to judge. Plus, a
professional player's sexual orientation
bears no lasting influence on an ability
to throw a basketball through a hoop.
I don't mean for my answer to
contradict that given by Los Angeles
Clippers Head Coach Doc Rivers
either. He told the Times that, should
one of his players injure himself, and
Collins isn't signed, he would do so.
"I'm not signing him because he's
gay," Rivers said. "I'm not signing
him because it's a story and it brings us
attention. I'm signing him because he
has a value to help us win."
During his 12-year career, Collins
helped the New Jersey Nets reach
consecutive NBA Finals appearances
in 2002 and 2003. His teammates
often tell of his excellence with the
game's unsung but necessary skills like
defending the post and setting screens,
each of which derive from a savviness
that the box score rarely shows. I
believe in Rivers's same value. Collins
could help any team win. He could
provide the necessary leadership and
intangible play to a league that seems
to grow younger every year.
Collin's holds another kind of
leadership experience, but its effects
span outside the box score completely.
A team should sign Collins because
he championed a foe in April that was
tougher than any Ail-Star or set-back
he's faced yet - the years of doubt,
anxiety and unrest that plagued his
decision to reveal his homosexuality.
It's no surprise, then, that the
amount of praise Collins has garnered
from his choice is equaled by its
criticism. Upon the announcement,
ESPN Basketball Analyst Chris
Broussard said he did not believe
that Collins could live an openly
homosexual lifestyle and still be a
Christian. "If you're openly living
in unrepentant sin, whatever it may
be..., I believe that's walking in open
rebellion to God and to Jesus Christ,"
he said.
It would be a mistake to think
that Collins has not been a target of
countless verbal daggers throughout
these last few months. Battling for
a victory against Shaquille O'Neal
doesn't even comes close to battling
for a personal victory regarding your
livelihood, for an element of his so
inherent that it compelled him to reveal
it to a national audience.
I want that man on my team.
He'll chip in some stats, sure. But
I want him to show my young players
how you can overcome any obstacle
- any obstacle - with courageous
perseverance. If it's presumptuous
to assume that Collins knows how to
fight adversity, then NBA managers
have no reason to keep referring to
homosexuality as some bodiless 'it,' as
a noun that is speechless only when it
opens the closet door.
I think Jason Collins is a
champion. He's shown he's ready to
play. Now the only thing left is for a
coach to put him in.

Homecoming weekend was an
entertaining one for alumni, parents
and students that wrapped up with
the most exciting football game of the
Torero season thus far. The Toreros
faced the Marist College Red Foxes
from Poughkeepsie, New York and
were looking to stay perfect against
league opponents this season. A large
crowd of approximately 3,500 fans
gathered for the game and were not
disappointed.
The Marist defense came ready to
play in the first half, holding the Torero
offense to just 139 total yards and a
14-5 lead at halftime. Marist senior
quarterback Chuckie Looney threw
a 19 yard touchdown pass to senior
Armani Martin and another 33 yard
touchdown to senior Bart Leneghan in
the first half. At halftime, Beta Theta Pi
was crowned Spirit Week Champions.
The third quarter did not start
any better for the Toreros when Martin
caught his second touchdown of the
game, giving the Red Foxes a 20-5
lead. The Toreros would respond with
three straight touchdowns, all led
by senior quarterback Mason Mills.
He threw touchdowns to senior Sam
Hoekstra and sophomore Cole Naone
in the third quarter that would bring
the Toreros within one. Shortly after a
blocked punt, senior fullback Montell
Allen scored on a 1-yard touchdown
run that gave the Toreros their first lead
of the game heading into the fourth
quarter.
The Toreros added to their lead
when Mills connected with junior wide
receiver Reggie Bell for a 62-yard
touchdown, giving them a 32-20 lead.
However, Marist would not go away
and scored two straight touchdowns
when Looney connected with Martin
for his third touchdown of the day and
again to junior wide receiver Joe Tralli.
With the score tight at 34-32 in favor
of Marist, Mason Mills orchestrated a
drive that put the game in the hands
of sophomore kicker David Last. His
33-yard attempt at a game-winning
field was no good, but luckily for the
Toreros, Marist was charged with a
roughing the kicker penalty, giving
Last another at victory. His second
attempt from 28 yards out soared
straight through the uprights and the
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Mason Mills and Pono Keni celebrate the victory against Marist.

Torero players and crowd celebrated a
hard-earned Homecoming victory.
After starting slow in the first
half, Torero players on offense and
defense stepped up and finished
with very impressive statistics. Mills
finished 20-29 for 349 yards and three
touchdowns. Torero receivers Brandon
White and Reggie Bell each finished
with at least 100 yards, with Bell
catching a touchdown. On defense,
both defensive ends came up with huge
plays that helped earn the win. Senior
Blake Oliaro had 10 tackles, two sacks
and a safety. Senior Steve Garguilo
finished with nine tackles, three
sacks and one forced fumble. Marist
quarterback Chuckie Looney also had
an impressive day with 19 completions
for 298 yards and 5 touchdowns.
With the win, the Toreros improve
to 3-0 in the Pioneer Football League
and 4-2 overall. They travel to Ohio to
face the University of Dayton Flyers
next Saturday at 3:00 p.m.
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Brandon White and Montell Allen focus against Marist

New England sports celebrate

The Patriots and Red Sox complete the impossible in one day
By Collin Trotter
CONTRIBUTOR

Boston sports have always been
rich in tradition and excellence, with
some of the most historic coaches and
players in professional sports history
playing in Boston throughout their
careers.
The four major sports teams:
Celtics, Patriots, Red Sox, and
Bruins have combined to win 33
championships, seven of which coming
since 2001. However, this past Sunday
was perhaps the best day for Boston
sports in history.
On Sunday, the New England
Patriots and Boston Red Sox found
themselves in severe deficits late in the
game, but were able to give their fans
reasons to believe in miracles.
In a span of less than five hours,
the New England Patriots and the
Boston Red Sox completed memorable
comebacks that will energize the city
for weeks to come. The Patriots played
first, hosting the New Orleans Saints
in a crucial game of two juggernaut
programs in the NFL.
The Patriots have been battling
injuries all season, and some sports
analysts have agreed this may be the
year someone else comes and wins
the AFC East. Tom Brady, the Patriots
cornerstone quarterback since 2001,
was coming off his worst game of his
career.
Kick off was at 4:35 ET, and by
halftime, the Patriots found themselves
leading the Saints 17-7. Brady was
playing well enough, and Patriots
defense was holding the Saints prolific
offense to only seven points.
In the second half, the Saints
battled back. Saints quarterback Drew
Brees found wide receiver Kenny Stills
in the endzone for a 34 yard touchdown
pass, and with 3:29 left in the game, the
Saints took the lead 24-23.
Kicker Garrett Hartley added a 39

Fenway Park in Boston, Massachusetts.

yard field goal to extend the score to
27-23, and Brady was left with the task
of driving the Patriots down the field to
win the game.
However, on the first play from
scrimmage, Brady was intercepted
by Saint's safety Keenan Lewis with
2:24 remaining. Thousands of Patriots
fans flooded out of the stadium, trying
to beat the rest of the crowd out by
a minute. Little did they know that a
minute was all Brady needed to send
the Saints home unhappy.
After a Saints punt, Brady got
the ball with 1:13 seconds on the clock
and no timeouts. He went on to drive
the Patriots down the length of the
field, winning the game on a 17 yard
touchdown pass to rookie WR Kenbrell
Thompkins with five seconds left.
30 miles away, a cheer went up at
Fenway Park, home of the Boston Red
Sox, as fans learned of the comeback

that their hometown Patriots pulled off.
Just a few hours later the Boston
faithful would have another game
to' celebrate, this time from their
beloved Red Sox. It was game two of
the American League Championship
Series, with the Red Sox down 0-1 in
a best of 7 series to the Detroit Tigers.
The Tigers had all the momentum, after
almost holding the Red Sox hitless in
the first game of the series.
The game started shortly after
the conclusion of the Patriots game,
and the Red Sox came out struggling.
Tigers number one pitcher, Max
Scherzer, held the Red Sox to only one
run through seven innings of baseball.
Pitcher Clay Buchholz, who started
for the Red Sox, was unable to match
Scherzer, and the Red Sox found
themselves down 5-1 heading into the
bottom half of the eighth inning.
With the bases loaded and two

outs, designated hitter David Ortiz
stepped to the plate. Ortiz was given
the nickname "Big Papi" for not just
his physical appearance but his clutch
hits for the Red Sox organization over
the last decade.
He sent a home run over the right
field wall off of Tiger's pitcher Joaquin
Benoit. Right fielder Torii Hunter flew
over the wall in an attempt to rob the
home run, but was unsuccessful and
an eruption from the Boston crowd
echoed throughout the city.
The magic from Sunday night
surely gave Red Sox and Patriots fans
flashbacks from 2004, when Tom
Brady led the Patriots to a Super Bowl
title and David Ortiz and the Red Sox
won their sixth World Series.
With any luck, Boston fans are
hoping for a repeat of 2004, and the
Red Sox and Patriots will both bring
home Championships.
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NFL Update: Only two undefeated teams remain
Can the Denver Broncos and Kansas City Chiefs stay unbeaten?
By Hunter Jameson
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The National Football League just
wrapped up its sixth week of the season
and there were a few surprises that
many fans were not expecting. With
many rookies getting their first taste
of the NFL this season, trades over the
off-season and coaching changes, fans
knew it would be interesting to see how
each team would start.
In the first Thursday Night
Football game of
the season,
quarterback Peyton Manning of
the Denver Broncos threw seven
touchdown passes. The Broncos traded
for wide receiver Wes Welker this
off-season, who came from the New
England Patriots and made significant
contributions on opening night and has
continued to help Manning thus far. The
Denver Broncos find themselves one of
two remaining undefeated teams at 6-0
and have been almost unstoppable in
five of the six games. Manning is on
pace to break the NFL record for most
touchdowns in a season, held by Tom
Brady of the New England Patriots
with 50 in 2007. Manning currently
has 22 passing touchdowns through
six games with only two interceptions.
Running back Knowshon Moreno has
been the leading rusher for the Broncos
so far, compiling 373 rushing yards
and seven touchdowns. He makes an
impact whenever he gets a chance,
considering that the Broncos' offense
relies primarily on Manning's arm.
Wide Receivers Demaryius Thomas
and Wes Welker lead the team with
37 receptions each, Thomas with four
touchdowns and Welker with eight. The
Broncos are in the American Football
Conference West, or AFC West, with

the San Diego Chargers. The two teams
play each other at Qualcomm Stadium
on November 10th.
The biggest surprise of the season
so far has been the success of the
Kansas City Chiefs,the other remaining
undefeated team. Quarterback Alex
Smith could not have made more of
a statement with his new team than
starting 6-0, just one year after going
2-14. Smith was traded to the Chiefs
from the San Francisco 49ers after
Colin Kaepernick took his place as
starting quarterback. The Chiefs have
six returning NFL Pro-Bowlers: Strong
Safety Eric Berry, Running Back
Jamaal Charles, Punter Dustin Colquitt,
Linebacker Tamba Hali, Linebacker
Justin Houston and Linebacker Derrick
Johnson. With four of their defensive
Pro-Bowlers returning, the defense has
been stifling in the first six games. The
pressure has not been placed on Alex
Smith as much, allowing the team to
play together as a unit and have such a
successful start. Running Back Jamaal
Charles has been a workhorse so far for
the chiefs, leading the team in rushing
and receiving yards with a combined
seven touchdowns. If both teams are
able to keep their winning streaks
alive, Nov. 17 will be the day one of
them finally loses. The Chiefs travel
to Denver that Sunday to take on the
Broncos, likely the biggest game of the
season for the Chiefs.
As for the remaining 30 teams,
the target is not directly on them like
the Chiefs and Broncos, but every week
is important for the chance to make the
playoffs. The New England Patriots,
Cincinnati Bengals, Indianapolis Colts,
Dallas Cowboys, Philadelphia Eagles,
Detroit Lions, Chicago Bears, New
Orleans Saints and Seattle Seahawks

are all leading or are tied for the lead
in their respective divisions. The most
surprising team in a depressing aspect
has been the New York Giants, who
are still winless at 0-6. They can't find
a way to win so far along with the
Jacksonville Jaguars and Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, who are also winless.
There have been some outstanding
individual performers this season who
have carried their respective teams.
Buffalo Bills Linebacker Kiko Alonso
leads the NFL in tackles with 67 and
is tied for the lead in interceptions
with four. New Orleans Saints Tight
End Jimmy Graham leads the NFL in
reception yards, as he catches passes
from Quarterback Drew Brees. Brees
is second in the NFL in passing yards
with 1,958. As of right now, there is no
doubt that Denver Broncos Quarterback
Peyton Manning is the Most Valuable
Player of the league through six weeks,
but we will see if another player can
step up and make their presence known
as the weeks continue.
Unfortunately, there have been
several injuries this season to key
players that have put a heavy burden
on their teammates. Wide Receiver
Julio Jones broke his foot and is out for
the season, leaving the Atlanta Falcons
with one less weapon on offense to
help quarterback Matt Ryan. Baltimore
Ravens tight end Dennis Pitta fractured
and disloacted his hip early in the
season but is recovering quickly.
He hopes to return to the field in
December. Jacksonville Jaguars tackle
Juke Joeckel, the second overall draft
pick in last year's draft, broke his ankle
and is out for the season. New England
Patriots legendary defensive tackle
Vince Wilfork is out for the season
after having surgery of his Achilles.
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Tigers basketball comes out to play
The University of the Pacific makes its return to the WCC
By Davis Jones
SPORTS EDITOR

The West Coast Conference gets
a fresh makeover for the 2013-2014
men's basketball season, adding the
University of the Pacific Tigers to its
now 10-member league.
The Tigers left the WCC in a
move to the Big West Conference back
in 1971 as the school looked to build its
football program. Removing the sport
in 1995, Pacific accepted an invitation
to re-join the WCC on Mar. 27 of last
year.
"The West Coast Conference is
delighted to welcome back University
of the Pacific as our tenth member
institution," said USD President Mary
Lyons in a July statement for the WCC.
"Pacific has a rich tradition of strong
academics and competitive athletics
and will fit in with our other WCC
schools."
Particularly intriguing as of the
last decade is the team's success in
men's basketball. The Tigers won the
Big West Conference title in 2013
and made an NCAA Tournament
appearance, its ninth in program history.
New head coach Ron Verlin takes over
last year's Big West championship
team from Bob Thomason, who saw
his program surge after 25 years at
the helm. Pacific made three straight
NCAA Tournament appearances from
2004 to 2006. It upset the fifth-seeded
Providence Friars in 2004, and it
followed the next year with a No.8 atlarge seed and an opening round victory
over the Pittsburgh Panthers. The
team's run in 2006 ended in heartbreak,
falling to the fourth-seeded Boston
College Golden Eagles in overtime.
Seniors Mike Webb, Johnny Gray and
Christian Maraker combined for 58
points in the contest, with 30 coming
from Maraker on 8-16 shooting. The
Swedish forward finished his season
an Honorable Mention All-American
selection by the Associated Press.
If upperclassmen leadership
indicates success for this team, the
Tigers could surprise more than a lew
WCC teams during the 2013-2014
season. The squad returns seven seniors
from last year, including guard Sama
Taku, who leads his team in scoring
among returners with just over eight
points per game. He started all 35 games
for the Tigers after transferring from
Santa Rosa Junior College (CA) along
with junior guard and then-teammate
Lorenzo McCloud. Taku averaged 18.0
points per game with the Beai Cubs
in 2011-2012 and led the team to its
first Big 8 Conference championship
in school history, paving the way to
his recognition as the conference s
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New head coach Ron Verlin in last year's Big West tournament.

a

'It is an exciting time for the
basketball program heading into the
West Coast Conference, and Ron is just
the man to lead us there," University
Vice President for External Relations
and Athletics Ted Leland said.
Most Valuable Player. Also returning is
senior Tony Gill, a 6'8" forward who
secured Big West Tournament Most
Valuable Player honors after scoring
46 points in three games.
These seniors will be looked up to
in instructing four incoming freshmen
this season. Guard Ray Bowles comes
from Modesto Christian High School
(Modesto, CA) as the two-time Most
Valuable Player in the All-Trans
Valley League. Forward David Taylor
(Eckersdorf, Germany) played for
Germany's 2010 UI6 National Team
and was the only 15-year-old selection
on the squad. He averaged 19.2 points
and 2.2 steals per game for BBC
Bayreuth in 2011.
At the forefront of Pacific's
continued momentum will be first
year head coach Ron Verlin. The ex-

associate head coach for the past 19
years has been with each of the school's
five NCAA Tournament appearances
and seven conference championships
under Bob Thomason. He worked as
part of the coaching staff that saw its
program win 354 games; 10 of those
seasons featured 20 or more wins.
"[Verlin's] dedication to this
university and ability to lead this
program became evident in the past 19
years," University Vice President for
External Relations and Athletics Ted
Leland said in a press announcement.
"It is an exciting time for the basketball
program heading into the West Coast
Conference, and Ron is just the man to
lead us there."
USD is set to play Pacific on Feb.
1 and Feb. 15.
Senior guard SamaTaku
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Standing tall against breast cancer

Beulah Wijenberg passes on story of courage and hope to granddaughter Felicia
By Davis Jones
SPORTS EDITOR

The end of senior basketball
forward Felicia Wijenberg's story about
her grandmother leaves little doubt to
her stature as a personal inspiration.
Its beginning leaves little doubt to her
grandmother's stature in other ways.
"My grandmother stands at 5'11%
so she's very tall for her generation,"
Wijenberg said, who stands at 6'2'.
"She was actually a model when she
was younger. Her parents were from
Norway, and she modeled when she
later moved to British Columbia,
where my family is now. Looking up
to her as this tall, ladylike woman was
nice to grow up with, having that kind
of figure in my life. Especially being
tall myself."
Beulah Wijenberg stands tall as
another kind of role model: one as a
two-time breast cancer survivor. The
month of October serves as a reminder
for Wijenberg of her grandmother's
battle against a disease that claims 7.6
million lives each year. The numbers
started making sense to Felicia as she
grew older. But her grandmother's
optimism, at least from a young age,
didn't add up.
"My mom told me from a young
age that she'd had it," she said. "But it
was more like when you reach the age
when you start really learning about
it in school, about different types of
cancers, and my mom told me, 'Oh,
your grandma had it twice.' Then I was
like, 'Twice? What? No! She did not
survive it twice! There's no way!"'
Wijenberg said that no one
would ever pick grandmother as a
cancer survivor based on appearances
alone. She speaks of Beulah's positive
outlook as a constant in every chapter
of their shared lives, from holidays past
when Felicia couldn't wait for grandma
and grandpa's house to today when
Beulah makes sure to track each of her
games during the season.
The woman who always dressed
in glamorous jewelry and beautiful
sweaters for her granddaughter is the
same woman who, despite living by
herself and suffering from fibromyalgia
at 85 years old, hasn't missed one of
Felicia's games.
"She'll watch them on livestream,
she'll listen to them on the radio. She'll
do anything she can to make sure she
listens to the game," Wijenberg said.
"Growing up, I switched high schools
and moved from British Columbia
to Toronto when I was 15, and she

Breast cancer awareness is close to the hearts of Felicia Wijenberg and her grandmother.

made sure that she watched my games
across the country as much as possible,
whenever they were streamed for her."
During the season, Beulah makes
the weekly trip to Wijenberg's B.C.
home to eat dinner with her parents and
to catch the streaming game on TV. The
game's finish always brings a phone
call from Felicia, who makes the rounds
of talking to her father, her mother, and
finally, her grandmother. She describes
these calls as just one reason why, even

for her next game. Wherever that next
game is, Beulah follows every move
her granddaughter makes as if she sat
courtside herself. Even a painful joint
and muscle condition won't discourage
her hope to see Felicia play in person
someday.
"We had a game two years ago
in Seattle, and She was so excited to
be there," Wijenberg said. "She hasn't
made it out to games in San Diego
because she can't sit still for too long

"Basketball means so much to me, but this always
reminds me that it's just a game. There are bigger things
that go on in life. There has to be an understanding that
a bad game or a bad practice is so miniscule in regard to
the problems in your life "
-Felicia Wijenberg
after a disappointing game, Beulah is
always like'a bright shining light at the
end of a dark tunnel,' always offering
praise for her play and encouragement

because of her fibromyalgia.
So she
renewed her passport and had it all
planned out that she was driving to our
game in Seattle. When she went to find

her passport, she had hidden it in such
a good place that she couldn't find it. It
was so sadly funny because it was like,
'No, c'mon, grandma! You've got to
find this!' She was so sad. She was still
able to watch that game online, but she
would love to be able to come to the
games if she could."
That Beulah Wijenberg won't let
physical limitations define her follows
a similar will: a lifelong determination
that a journey through two bouts of
cancer won't permanently darken her
skies. Felicia said she is still amazed
how independent and youthful her
grandmother is for her age; she lives
in an elderly community ever since her
husband Dick passed away and still
makes weekly grocery store runs with
Felicia's brother.
Talks regarding her cancer tend to
focus on, not the pain she went through,
but the spirit she showed in remaining
so positive through the ordeal. Felicia
cites this optimism as one of the major
reasons why she didn't understand
the seriousness of her grandmother's

cancer until much later.
"I actually don't remember a
specific moment when I found out she
had it," she said. "Which is a testament
to her. I think it was when I was really
young anyway, but she never let it stop
her. Even now, you would never know
she survived breast cancer not once,
but twice. When you've gone through
one treatment and you say, 'Okay,
I've gotten through it,' and to have it
come back - that can really take a toll
on someone's upbeat well-being and
personality. It's crazy to me that she's
never let it break her stride."
When
asked
how
her
grandmother's
experience
has
impacted her as a basketball player,
Felicia says that her grandmother's
unbroken strides compel her and her
teammates to keep up their own during
the ups and downs of their season.
"Basketball means so much to
me, but this always reminds me that
it's just a game. There are bigger things
that go on in life. There has to be an
understanding that a bad game or a
bad practice is so miniscule in regard
to the problems in your life," she said.
"Just knowing that she's been able to
survive something like that twice really
holds me in perspective of what those
problems really are."
Those strides to stay positive
through adversity take a literal
connotation every October, when the
women's basketball team walks the
annual breast cancer fundraiser in
Balboa Park. The team dedicated its
walk to Beulah two years ago. When
Felicia called to tell her the news, her
grandmother broke down in tears.
"For me to hear her over the
phone, how happy she was and how
much it meant to her, it made that walk
so much more meaningful knowing
that our team was wearing her picture
on our shorts. To be able to give her
that happiness in the form of such a
small gesture, that we're dedicating
this walk to her, was really special,"
she said.
For now, Beulah's walk with
cancer has come to an end. What
won't stop anytime soon, though,
is the shining light by which her
granddaughter follows and through
which she herself lives and inspires.
In more ways than one, that tall stature
runs in the family.
"Everyone's going to have
their hardships, but positive attitudes
really do help you overcome them,"
Wijenberg said. "If you have a positive
attitude and you truly believe that you
will make it through, you will make it
through. Big or small. I definitely can
say I learned that from my grandma."

Hey Bro ... Did you know that students may not use, have possession of, or be
under the influence of marijuana on University controlled property.
The Student Code

13. Use, possession, manufacture, cultivation, or dissemination of illegal drugs or drug-related
paraphernalia; being under the influence of illegal drugs; or the misuse of legal pharmaceutical drugs.
Notwithstanding the California Compassionate Use Act of 1996, the use, possession, manufacture,
cultivation, dissemination or being under the influence of medical marijuana on University property or at
University-related activities is prohibited. The Student Code of Rights and Responsibilities. Rules of Conduct.
(Www.sandiego.edu/conduct)
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Urban Dictionary definition
of a writer:

A plagiarist of life
KEEP
CALM
AND

So come "plagiarize" with us!

SHOOT
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photo@usdvista.com
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